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ABSTRACT: While non-native protein conformations such as folding intermediates are rarely
observed in solution such species are often stabilized as gaseous ions during electrospray ionization
for mass spectrometry. This opens the possibility of large scale efforts to capture information about
many non-native structures such as folding intermediates or malformed conformations having
deleterious effects: studies of the conformationome.

■ INTRODUCTION

One early outcome of genome sequencing is the realization that
there are far fewer protein-coding genes than were expected for
complex living organisms, only about 20000 in humans. And
genomes are relatively static. Thus, a fundamental under-
standing of the complex changes that occur over an organism’s
lifecycle requires the characterization of genome products:
proteins, the functional machinery of cells. It is estimated that
one of the ∼1013 to 1014 cells (human, bacterial, and other) that
makes each of us up expresses ∼104 to 105 different proteins
over its lifetime. And, significant percentages of proteins are
made and eliminated each day, such that on a monthly basis
(roughly) we are renewed, at least in terms of most of our
proteins. Variations in protein abundances, structures, and
functions alter cells and ultimately organisms, for example, from
formation of networks of new tissues to the accumulation of
malfunction leading to disease states.
Understanding the protein machinery of cells is a holy grail.

This requires that we address the questions of which proteins are
present and how much of each at dif ferent points across an
organism’s lifespan: a characterization of the proteome. We also
need to know the role of post-translational modifications:
Where, on each protein, are modif ications located? What signals
each modif ication and regulates its accuracy? How does each
modif ication af fect structure and function? The complexity of
these questions expands as we seek to understand who interacts
with whom (the interactome), scaling to a nearly inconceivable
level since the number of possible associations increases
exponentially with the number of interacting molecules.
Complex machinery such as the ribosome involves many

proteins (and RNA), intricately assembled into functional
components. Because of the expansiveness of these questions
and the experimental complexity of sorting through such
systems using tedious measurements, one might seek to
rephrase the problem. Perhaps the real issue is the conforma-
tional and functional changes of proteins within the entire
system: networks of individuals participating in an intricate
choreography of dance within the larger structure of the cell,
sampling large numbers of configurations as they weave
themselves into what are often viewed to be relatively static
assemblies. Perhaps, this structural understanding (glimpses of
the conformations of every protein, the outcome of sequences
and concentrations, modifications and complex stoichiometries,
snapshots of the distributions of folds and interactions
responsible for the architecture of the complete proteome,
the conformationome) is the real key to understanding the
essence of proteins.
Such an understanding may allow for control of structure and

reactivity. For example, in long-lived proteins, “misfolding” may
lead to aggregation and fibril formation and is implicated in a
number of human degenerative conditions, such as Alzheimer’s
disease. Insight into the structures of transient intermediates
may present possibilities to intercede such that desirable
conformations and reactivities are favored.
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■ MASS SPECTROMETRY WITH “SOFT IONIZATION”
FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT PROTEIN ANALYSIS

As presented above, any measurement that encompasses all
aspects of such complexity seems intractable. Thus, new
measurement technologies are critical for advancing this holy
grail in even the most rudimentary way. However, spectacular
advances in cellular biology, computational and informatics
approaches, theoretical models and protein simulations, and
other chemical-labeling and analytical technologies are making
it possible to begin thinking about taking the first baby steps
toward such characterization. As an example, “soft ionization”
techniques for mass spectrometry (MS), such as electrospray
ionization (ESI),1 have progressed rapidly and are transforming
protein analysis. It is now routine to determine molecular
weights of proteins to within fractions of a Dalton, and
fragmentation methods for delineating sequences as well as
positions and types of post-translational modifications have
proliferated. Strategies for quantitation are available. Stoichio-
metries of individual proteins in complexes can be determined.
The relative concentrations of species, as they are up- and
down-regulated in cells, can be measured with great fidelity,
with zeptomolar detection limits possible, that is, hundreds of
molecules. Combinations of MS with separations and
informatics-interpretation techniques make it possible to follow
changes in expression levels, modifications, and abundances for
thousands of proteins. While far from a solved problem,
spectacular advances have been made.
But identification and quantitation are only a part of the

story. Soft ionization makes it possible to address questions
about protein conformation and dynamics, for ions in the gas
phase as well as species in solution. Chemical labeling
experiments, such as isotopic H−D exchange or cross-linking,
provide insight about contact regions within or between
proteins. In solution, the conformations that a protein accesses
as it transitions between states, that is, “the protein folding

problem”, is exceptionally difficult to study. With few
exceptions, experimental measurements show that populations
of structures interconvert between folded (F) states and
unfolded (U) states through cooperative, two-state F ↔ U
transitions in a manner leaving traditional solution spectros-
copies insensitive to pathways and intermediates. Thus, the
step-by-step motions by which proteins fold is largely now
addressed through computational or single molecule ap-
proaches, with few experimental benchmarks regarding non-
native states against which to test theory. Interestingly, a vast
range of structures can often be observed when solvent is
removed, some closely resembling the native solution fold and
other non-native states. At first, non-native structures in the gas
phase were viewed somewhat as a curiosities, unnatural forms
of naked polypeptide chains upon exposure to the harsh
environment of a vacuum. However, it is becoming clear that
many gas-phase ions preserve aspects of structure that was
imposed by solution and thus provide an important glimpse
into populations of non-native structures in solution. Once
isolated, many powerful physical and chemical strategies can be
used to assess conformation. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS)
for measuring collisional cross sections provides information
about ion shapes and has emerged as a powerful structural tool.
IMS-MS measurements can directly characterize complex
mixtures of different sequences and conformations in a high-
throughput manner with little sample, a necessary first step to
efficiently characterize the conformationome. Of course charac-
terization of shapes by mobility measurements is a crude
determination of structure and benefits tremendously when
configurations are determined by traditional structural
methods, such as crystallography and NMR, which can reveal
atomic details or other complementary techniques such as cryo-
electron microscopy or circular dichroism.
Figure 1 illustrates how information about different

conformations in solution can be preserved during the process
of creating gaseous ions by ESI. Consider the hypothetical

Figure 1. Hypothetical drawings illustrating protein structures emerging from solution into the gas phase by the process of ESI. In solution, solvent
acts as a lubricant, lowering barriers for interconversion of conformations. Evaporative cooling, as droplets shrink, traps metastable structures on a
new free energy landscape associated with the solvent free ion.
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energy landscapes showing relative stabilities of different
structures in solution and upon emergence into the gas
phase. In the presence of a lubricating solvent such as water,
small energetic barriers separate different conformers resulting
in rapid interconversion between structures, making them hard
to differentiate experimentally. The process of producing
gaseous ions from electrospray droplets is accompanied by
evaporative cooling, which slows or even stops interconversion
between states. The resulting gaseous ions do not have the
exact same structures as they did in solution but can retain a
“memory” of their solution structures. These ions can be
isolated and preserved for long times and information about the
antecedent solution structures can be obtained by characteriz-
ing the anhydrous conformations.
The final step-by-step losses of individual solvent molecules

associated with formation of “naked” ions by ESI have been
captured by cryogenic IMS-MS measurements.2 An example
data set (Figure 1) for the nonapeptide substance P reveals two
mechanisms for forming gas-phase conformations. Compact
structures emerge from a clear trendline of associated varying
degrees of hydration; a more extended structure is independent
of solvent. These studies illustrate the general observation that
the conformations of gaseous ions produced by ESI are often
metastable, kinetically trapped species, “frozen out” as a result
of evaporative cooling as ions are formed.

■ SOLUTION FOLDING MECHANISMS, PATHWAYS,
AND ENERGY LANDSCAPES FROM MONITORING
IONS

While often there are similarities in the structures of dehydrated
ions with the antecedent solution populations, typically
dehydrated states reveal many new types of conformations
that are not discernible in solution. This difference makes it
possible to follow structural transitions in detail. Consider the
small model peptide, polyproline-13 (Pro13). The 12 peptide
bonds linking the 13 proline residues can be configured in
either a cis-orientation, leading to the right-handed PPI helix
favored in nonpolar solvents such as propanol, or a trans-
orientation for the left-handed PPII helix favored in water.
Although this simple transition has been known for ∼60 years,
the inability to follow ensembles of intermediates in solution by
conventional measurements prohibits determination of the
folding mechanism and pathway. At first glance, it is surprising
that such a small homopolymer presents such a challenge;
however, the simplest direct pathway for complete PPI(cis) →
PPII(trans) conversion could involve any combination of 12!
(479,001,600) unique folding pathways. It turns out that it is
possible to follow the solution transition in detail by
monitoring the gas-phase ions. When the all cis-PPI form of
Pro13 (in propanol) is diluted into water, it is possible to trap
intermediates that exist in this solution as gaseous ions.3

Additionally, theoretical calculations of intermediate structures
are simplified for in vacuo species, making it possible to
characterize the detailed cis−trans configurations of intermedi-
ate structures in solution based on calculations of ion shapes.
The IMS measurements in Figure 2 show evidence for six
intermediate states during the PPI→ PPII transition, and fits to
the kinetics data require a sequential folding pathway. The
measured cross sections require that the transition initiates
from the N-terminal side of the peptide, flipping two peptide
bonds (A → B), and then a third (B → C). From intermediate
C, a cis → trans conversion occurs near the midpoint of the
peptide before proceeding to the all-trans PPII product.

Measurements of the kinetics and equilibria at different
temperatures provide details about the folding pathway within
the landscape, revealing not only how the transition occurs but
also why. Values of ΔH show that early steps are exothermic;
presumably carbonyl groups along the backbone of early
intermediates are stabilized by new water hydrogen bonds. This
interaction is entropically disfavored, limiting the direct N →
C-terminal pathway to the first few steps. The system gets
around the entropic restriction by a cis → trans flip near the
oligomer’s midpoint and uses entropy to overcome the
subsequent endothermicity to complete the folding transition.

■ FAST FOLDING IN DROPLETS
ESI droplets naturally confine proteins in miniscule (atto- to
femtoliter) volumes. This confinement makes it possible to
study extremely fast conformational changes, such as folding or
unfolding transitions induced upon rapid (∼1 μs) solvent
exchange. Figure 3 shows a measurement for the ∼12.4 kDa
protein cytochrome c.4 In this case, the acid denatured form of

Figure 2. Ion mobility, cross section distributions for [Pro13 + 2H]2+

showing the transition from PPI → PPII in 10:88:2 1-propanol/H2O/
acetic acid (v/v/v) (left, bottom) at 23 °C. Conformer regions are
shown as different colors: A (black), B (red), C (blue), D (magenta),
E (green), F (orange), G (violet), and H (olive). The initial
distribution (from 1-propanol) is shown as the bottom panel. The
inset (red) shows a blow up of low-abundance species present at
equilibrium. Dashed lines delineate the regions for each conformer
used to extract corresponding kinetics plots (left, top). The right panel
shows thermodynamic landscapes (Gibbs free energy, top; enthalpy,
middle; and, entropy, bottom) and structures for proposed
intermediates as determined through molecular dynamics simulations.
In the proposed structures, cis regions are shown as yellow ribbons,
and the trans are shown as purple ribbons.
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the protein (pH = 2.8) is mixed in a 1:1 ratio with an
ammonium acetate solution at the tip of the ESI emitter. The
pH jump (2.8 → 4.4) associated with formation of the mixed
droplet initiates the U → F transition, which is monitored by
measuring the ESI charge state distributions. By changing the
flow rate of the solution through the capillary, it is possible to
control droplet lifetimes, enabling the extent of folding, prior to
trapping the reaction products as gaseous ions, to be monitored
as a function of reaction times as short as 1 μs.

■ OUTLOOK

While MS-based techniques for sampling non-native structures,
folding transitions, and thermodynamics are at an early stage,
these methods show promise for examining complex structural
systems. High-throughput, low-detection limit measurements
can be conducted over wide ranges of concentrations. It is
possible to simultaneously characterize conformations and
structural transitions on mixtures of species in highly controlled
environments−to the extreme of understanding the influence of
a single solvent molecule upon conformational changes. In
some sense, characterization of the conformationome has already
begun as IMS-MS proteomics measurements, which naturally
yield cross sections for peptide sequences. One can imagine
extending this approach to unimolecular folding transitions to
identify sequences that undergo interesting structural changes.
New spectroscopies and methods for chemical labeling and

fragmenting specific conformations show great promise for
high-throughput conformational characterization, and hyphen-
ated approaches will undoubtedly improve the ability to discern
structural details. Still, these approaches are primitive. In order
to understand the conformationome, one desires structures for
vast numbers of non-native sequences, modifications, and
complexes at atomically detailed resolutions, which is hard to
imagine at this point by MS based methods alone. Other
complementary structural methods and molecular biochemistry
approaches will surely be needed. Should vast information of
this type exist, the details may prove prohibitively complex for
simple interpretation. Some clues about non-native complexity
might be drawn from the ∼105 high-resolution native structures
currently available in the Protein Data Bank. These structures
fall into only ∼1200 folds. Perhaps, key non-native states within
the conformationome will also fall into a relatively small number
of unique families. Non-native structural families for some
sequences might even overlap with native families for other
sequences. In this case, we would be left with a relatively small
number of ways to manipulate structures: lowering the energy
of preferable structures, either through drug or gene therapies,
in order to gently avoid malformed states with deleterious
functions or to increase the throughput of a particularly
favorable metabolic pathway. Certainly, large experimental data
sets describing the structures and properties of non-native
conformations would be of great value to theoretical efforts to

Figure 3. (left) Illustration of the fast mixing of two solutions using a dual-fluid θ-tip emitter for producing ESI droplets. The U → F transition is
monitored from changes the abundances of high charge state (U) and low charge state (F) ions. Mass spectra correspond to (a) an acidified aqueous
cytochrome c (cyt c) solution (pH = 2.8), (b) the acidified cyt c solution mixed with an ammonium acetate solution producing a pH jump to 4.4, and
(c-f) spectra upon sampling different mixing times by varying the ESI flow rates. The signals centered around the +12 charge state are associated with
acid denatured cyt c, and those centered at +7 are associated with the folded protein.
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understand pathways and function. Similarly, understanding
how the protein environment can affect structure or even what
changes occur in the gas-phase itself could provide useful
information about how cellular structures, such as membranes
or confinement in vesicles, can affect protein conformations
and their interactions with other proteins or other biopolymers.
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